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Alien swarm guide
Note: I highly recommend playing alien swarms: jet drop instead of the baseline game Alien Swarm. It's a fan update that's better basically in every way – and just like the original, it's free! Alien Swarm allows you to choose from a registry of 8 characters common in 4 different classes. There are 21 select weapons (25 in the jet drop) to
equipped as a primary or secondary weapon, and 17 additional equipment options for your third item. All up that makes a lot of combinations possible, especially when you have a full four-man squad - and RD even allows you to move to a size 8 squad! Ready for roll-out! Image Credit: Valve Mission Difficulties and Player Skill/Experience
These two related concepts are where load solutions need to begin. Some weapons are better suited for experienced players, while others can work in much the same way as when firing just a rookie. Similarly, there are some weapons that work perfectly at lower difficulties that are much less effective as you ramp up that default setting.
For beginners: you want to start with weapons that are easy to use effectively, and hard to abuse. Automatic goal and beneficial effects are a plus, and you'll probably want to stay and clinch most explosives until you have experience under your belt. For veterans: balance squad lineups by filling in the gaps - take the weapons and
equipment your squad needs, but the rookies will have trouble using. On lower difficulties (Normal and lower): Almost everything goes as long as you use it properly. Seriously – you can take out mob enemies using low-damage weapons just fine. On high hardship (maybe hard, definitely crazy/brutal): low damage to weapons will no
longer clear mobs effectively, so weapons and equipment need to be taken specifically for this purpose. Whoops moments are often deadly, whether immediate or not. Select Classes Selection, Selection... I'm going to assume here that you have a squad of four, or at least a squad of three. If you play Reactive Drop then it should still
apply pretty well to the 5 squad but will become less comprehensive for the size of the squad beyond. Either way, here's a run of 4 different classes: Officers provide a minor buff to teammates who stay close (about one screen). Both officers have an explosives bonus that most other classes don't have. They are also the only class
capable of using the Vindicator, a powerful high-capacity shotgun that is capable of holding moderately large crowds at close to medium range. Special weapons as a class tend to have a higher damage bonus on standard weapons than other classes, and have a chance for their shots to sneak past the first enemy strike - a trait that no
other class has. The special weapon has 3 unique equipped weapons that other classes are unable to use. These weapons are probably better at through large mobs, and their massive ammunition clips mean they can do so with minimal minimum Medics are not the only source of healing in the game, but they are the only class capable
of healing others, and they are exclusive users of higher power, more reliable healing equipment. Their fighting abilities are in the middle, but they heal damage and treat parasite infections faster than other classes. The squad is much more resilient with a medic than without. Technology is a mandatory requirement for specific missions to
crack critical to mission computers and access panels. They also provide squad up-to-speed bonuses to set up Sentries and use hand welders. Their fighting abilities are a mixed bag, but their exclusive access to the prototype assault rifle is a useful perk for those missing from the sighting department. Technology passively offers a motion
scanner that will highlight enemies on radar in the lower right corner of the screen. This only makes them a valuable addition to the squad, even when their hacking skills are not needed. Three classes of exclusive starting weapons. From left to right: Prototype assault rifle, Autogun, Vindicator. Not in pictures: Medical beacons medic. Next
page: Select characters Go to Navigation Go to Search Help expand itThen page is stub. Help us expand it and you'll get cookies. Alien Swarm is a top-down shooter produced by Valve and is the successor to the alien fashion swarm for the 2004 Unreal tournament. Made largely by the original team, Valve made the game, modeling tools
and code free for all Steam users. At Alien Swarm, players take on the role of a member of an elite squad of soldiers facing Swarm , a mysterious race of creatures bent in killing anything, or anyone, in their path. By fighting their way through hordes of aliens, players can choose from eight characters (through four classes) and more than
40 weapons and tools to eradicate Swarm. There are four classes at Alien Swarm with two characters in each class - each acting something like an underclass with unique specializations. Officers are leaders in this area. Able to strengthen the strength of their team by their presence, officers are key members of any squad. They are the
only ones capable of possessing the M42 Vindicator combat rifle and M478 Proximity incendiary mines. Their unique attribute they bring to their squad is Leadership. This allows them to provide damage and damage to resist bonuses to other nearby Marines. Sarge[edit] Health 140 Speed 290 Bio: Joseph Conrad is a tough, experienced
soldier. He is one of the few people to have experienced a large-scale swarm invasion, an experience that forged him into the driven man he is today. A strong commander, he leads both by example and through the not-so-gentle application of a verbal leg to the dua. He knows his team well and is pushing hard to keep them at his best.
Health 125 Speed 290 Bio: Carl Jaeger is the son of the son of a corps soldier to his war-hardened bones. He hard-charging the killing machine with spirit Warrior. He believed in freeing the soul of his soul battle and always suspected that he would die in the service. And if that happens, well, he can't imagine a better way. Marines using
special weapons focus primarily on powerful weapons capable of breaking through most targets. They are the only ones capable of owning the S23A SynTek Autogun and IAF Minigun. Their unique attribute allows their shots to penetrate enemy targets. This and their class of specific weapons makes them a good fit to attract large pig
swarms. Wildcat[edit] Health 80 Speed 330 Bio: Growing up, Wildcat didn't expect to follow her military family. At school, she dreamed of corporate life, business suits, a beautiful corner office. But the swarm took that away. Every able-bodied man and woman in her age cohort has been funneled into hopeless protection by colonies. By
the time she was twenty-five years old, the cause had been lost—the colonies were destroyed, her family had died and scattered. Wildcat has been transferred to the elite division to continue fighting. Health 125 Speed 290 Bio: Wolfe's former con turned soldier. During his last sentencing, the judge gave him a choice: prison, or Intersteler
Armed Forces. It was a chance he needed to turn his life over. He took the highest awards in the boot camp, easily beating other engaged men on everything from hand-to-hand combat to a special disassembly ordinance. When his sentence was delivered, he found that he not only liked military life but was fine—and therefore he was
offered a position in a special operation. Medics are integral members of any team, eschewing heavy firepower for healing abilities. They are the only ones who can carry the IAF Heal Beacon and IAF Medical Gun into the field. Faith[edit] Health 80 Speed 320 Bio: Faith has the heart and soul of a medic. She is here to help people and
believes in the mission of the Intersteladed Armed Forces to protect allied systems from enemy alien attack. Despite seeing much action, she still genuinely influences the human tragedy she sees and is inclined to accept damages personally. She is deeply concerned about the welfare of her team. Health 80 Speed 290 Bio: Leon Bastylia
was born in the prison world, the child of political prisoners; when political inflows shifted, his family was released. It was a world run by black marketers where he learned basic practical medicines. He also received a strong, if informal, academic education (the prison is full of philosophers, authors, educators, poets and priests). Bastia
naturally suspects others, but also an excellent combat medic. Technology is a Marine who specializes in engineering and cyber warfare. They are the only ones capable of hacking secure systems and the only ones who can use a prototype 22A7-Z assault rifle. Their unique attribute accelerates the deployment of a welding and guard
gun for nearby squad members, and they are also the ones that carry and maintain a squad scanner. Accident[edit] Health 80 Speed 290 Bio: David Murphy, authoritatively child hacker technical school, it does not take long to fall on the wrong side of the law. At the age of 21, he was responsible for the notorious Starbase Systems crash,
which allegedly cost trade leagues millions in lost loans. Murphy is currently serving time in ISAF as part of his sentencing. Health 125 Speed 290 Bio: Vegas has an almost delicious talent for counting and memorizing, skills it has put to use in various gambling houses where it has won big on poker and blackjack tables. However, fortune
worries, and after hitting massive debts and anger some important people he had to get out. Vegas joined the Air Force so he could make money to pay back his debts (or a sizable seed fund with which to earn the rest), and walk away from people who want to crush his knees. on your knees.
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